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ABSTRACT
Virtual Reality (VR) has a noteworthy educational potential by providing immersive and collaborative environments. As an alternative but cost-effective way of delivering realistic environments in VR, using 360-degree videos in immersive VR (VR videos) received more attention. Although many studies reported positive learning experiences with VR videos, little is known about how collaborative learning performs on VR video viewing systems. In this study, we implemented two collaborative VR video viewing modes based on the way of group video control, synchronized or shared (Sync mode) and non-synchronized or individual (Non-sync mode) video control, against a conventional VR video viewing setting (Basic mode). We conducted a within-subject study (N = 54) in a lab-simulated remote learning environment. Our results show that collaborative VR video modes (Sync and Non-sync mode) improve users’ learning experiences and collaboration quality, especially with shared video control. Our findings provide directions for designing and employing collaborative VR video tools in online learning environments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Collaborative learning, Distance learning; • Human-centered computing → Virtual reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning in immersive Virtual Reality (VR) has many benefits including engagement, motivation, and higher learning outcomes [46]. A holistic multi-stakeholders investigation identified several rationales for why people should use VR in higher education — increasing social presence, accessing otherwise inaccessible learning contexts, remembering visual and spatial knowledge, and supporting embodied learning [53]. These reasons provide a compelling opportunity to support online learning — a new normal in the post-COVID world. However, creating VR learning content may significantly increase the initial investment for a class [25, 56, 69]. It is not easy to simulate realism in VR for instructors without technical backgrounds in 3D model design or program creation. Even for a few VR platforms which have provided pre-designed 3D models and environments, teaching with them still requires training and is hard to meet the need for diversified education purposes [53].

With the proliferation of inexpensive panoramic consumer video cameras and various types of video editing software, using 360-degree videos in VR (VR videos) has attracted more attention as an alternative method for instructors building a realistic and immersive environment. It is a “more user-friendly, realistic and affordable” way to create a realistic digital experience compared to developing a simulated VR environment [92, 97]. The substantial 360-degree video resources and the nature to enable self-paced learning [31] position VR video as a promising tool to fit different educational areas, activities, and settings. However, current VR video viewing systems are not developed as collaborative tools to be used for educational goals, with most of them only providing an individual or asynchronous viewing experience. The lack of collaboration experience when watching the video can potentially downgrade the learning experience [64, 127], as collaboration maybe the key to educational VR’s success [53]. This articulates a research gap in the development and empirical investigation of collaboration VR video learning environments.

1 In this paper, “VR” specifically means the immersive VR that supports rotating the head or with a full 6 Degree-of-Freedom (6DoF), because it creates more immersive experiences and has a noteworthy educational potential [5].

2 “VR videos” specifically mean in-headset monoscopic 360-degree videos in this work. We chose this format because it has a wide range of applications and is commonly used within the industry [79].
In this study, we investigate two collaborative modes with shared or individual VR video control systems compared with a conventional VR-based learning setting. Each mode contains a video viewing system and an after-video platform for further discussion and collaboration. **Basic mode** uses a conventional VR video viewing system together with an existing widely-available online platform (Zoom [19] and Google Slides [38]) [49, 81]. **Non-sync mode** includes a collaborative video viewing system with individual control and video timeline and an in-VR platform for after-video discussion. **Sync mode** contains the same in-VR after-video platform, but students have shared video control. We investigate the role of collaborative tools and shared video control driven by two core questions:

- **RQ1:** How does VR video delivery via existing technology (Basic mode) compare to collaborative VR video delivery proposed in this study (Sync and Non-Sync mode) on measures of knowledge acquisition, collaboration, social presence, cognitive load and satisfaction?
- **RQ2:** How does individual VR video control (Non-sync mode) compare with shared video control (Sync mode) on measures of knowledge acquisition, collaboration, social presence, cognitive load, and satisfaction?

To answer these questions, we conducted a controlled experiment with 54 college students. Our results showed that visual factual knowledge acquisition was statistically significantly higher in collaborative VR video delivery with moderate and high effect sizes compared to existing technology. However, auditory factual knowledge acquisition was higher in the conventional VR condition. Three modes performed equally well regarding conceptual knowledge and cognitive load. Our results saw significantly higher scores on collaboration experiences and social presence in Sync mode than in the Basic and Non-sync mode, and significantly higher scores on satisfaction than in the Basic mode. Our qualitative results allowed us to triangulate and enrich these quantitative findings, showing that: 1) a tension existed between time flexibility and communication comfort when watching video together; 2) shared control influenced the perceived usefulness of collaborative tool; and 3) in-VR platform for after-video discussion enhanced visual transmission and engagement. Based on our results, we provide implications for design and research on collaborative VR video viewing in the education area.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first study exploring distributed collaborative learning experiences using VR videos as learning material. The contributions of our study include:

- Investigating how three forms of VR video viewing modes affect knowledge acquisition, collaboration, social presence, cognitive load, and satisfaction quantitatively, and conducting a qualitative thematic analysis to triangulate data;
- Conducting a partial replication [45, 47] (a type of scientific work that has long been encouraged but rarely undertaken at HCI venues [40, 47, 122, 123]) of prior video viewing work [79], and extending it with additional outcomes by expanding into the educational context;
- Formulating design implications and insights for collaborative online learning based on VR videos.

## 2 RELATED WORK

### 2.1 Video Based Learning and Collaboration

Video Based Learning (VBL) is “the process of using video technology to acquire knowledge or skills” [33]. It is a powerful method for distance learning due to the widespread availability of online open video resources [85, 126] and its nature to enable self-paced and autonomous learning [31]. VBL is a widely accepted e-learning trend, and it is gaining momentum during the recent pandemic [85]. However, prior work [27] has outlined the several limitations when watching videos alone: students may confront distraction, feel isolated, easily become discouraged from lack interactivity, and fail to generate deeper reflections about the learning content.

Studies show the potential of combining educational video and collaborative learning to mitigate that gap. This combination supports students’ intrinsic motivation, which could maximize the use of cognitive resources that are directly related to learning [66, 103]. Research shows that watching videos together positively increases students’ attention span and engages them in collaboration [65]. Furthermore, conversation raised from video content is vital for knowledge building, and maybe as or more important than the videos themselves [87] — the different interpretations and connections provide new perspectives [37] and generate important conceptual diversity [82]. Conversations about the video can be helpful during or after watching the video [31].

In order to promote collaboration in VBL for distance learning, Cadiz et al. [11] proposed DCVV (Distributed Collaborative Video Viewing) model, wherein remote students watch educational videos in small groups without a facilitator, with the opportunity to periodically pause the video and discuss it. The DCVV model has been proven to have a positive effect on students’ engagement and learning[11]. Enabling the DCVV scenarios requires two components. First, this scenario requires distributed lecture video viewing systems with shared controls, such as play, stop, pause, seek. Second, it should have a communication system for discussion of the video content (including during and after watching the video). Given the advantages of DCVV model, it has the potential to inform the design of an innovative collaborative VBL system that promotes meaningful and engaging learning experiences. We seek to test the potential of DCVV in the educational VR video. One of our modes (see Section 3.1.3) operationalizes this approach for comparison to both baseline and prior work.

### 2.2 VR Video in Education

Another potential solution to conventional VBL’s problems, including difficulty motivating students’ interest and promoting their involvement [80, 118], is presented by learning in immersive environments [102]. Many studies have reported that 360-degree VR videos may be one powerful type of educational VR. Increasing users’ interest and enjoyment [102], making students become more absorbed and engaged in learning activities [92, 102], accessing otherwise inaccessible learning contexts and helping students understand and remember visual knowledge [53].
VR video has been used in many subjects and learning scenarios. Pirker et al. [92] provided an overview of the literature and identified major use cases supported by VR video-based educational activities, including virtual tours [1, 68, 130], recorded processes and procedures [51, 93], recorded situations (e.g., nurse education, safety training) [44, 84], recorded experiences [4], and recorded processes for learning through reply (e.g., teacher education, sports training) [13, 36, 119]. Compared with other computer-generated graphical immersive environments, recording videos and using them with VR players is easier and more cost-effective, since they do not require any advanced development and design skills [92]. Educators can readily create a realistic VR experience with an omnidirectional (360-degree) camera or directly find open resources online [53].

Given the many positive perceptions of educational VR video, prior work calls for understanding feasibility and actual impact on learning outcomes. Some prior studies have reported shortcomings such as inconsistent learning outcomes [52], increased cognitive load [92] and distraction and poor concentration when applying VR video in educational area [111]. Although there are theoretical grounds [58] showing that collaborative learning can reduce cognitive load and yield better learning outcomes, previous reviews [92, 111] have also argued that classic VR video reviewing systems struggle to meet students’ needs for social interaction and collaboration. To build on these prior studies and work towards addressing these challenges, we chose to investigate the role of collaborative tools and shared control systems for VR collaborative video viewing, and selected to measure considering both the knowledge acquisition and factors highly relative to learning and collaboration: collaboration (e.g., [21, 112]), social presence (e.g., [17, 48, 88, 91]), cognitive load (e.g., [23, 88]), and satisfaction (e.g., [14, 112]). Section 4.4.2 elaborates the rationale for the inclusion of each of these factors.

2.3 VR Collaboration in Education

As VR becomes a more widely accessible technology, numerous VR learning applications have emerged in education domains such as healthcare (e.g., [2, 94, 108, 121]), engineering (e.g., [32, 54, 100, 105]), science (e.g., [50, 62, 75]) and general-purpose education (e.g., [9, 86]). Collaborative learning is perceived as an effective way to increase learners’ mutual concerns, motivation, and social presence in learning systems [61, 99]. Many studies have demonstrated that VR can improve the quality of collaboration with the visualizations and immersive environments it provides [90]. However, most studies on collaborative VR in the education area mainly focus on 3D environments instead of videos [8]. For example, Drey et al. [23] used a cooperative learning approach, adding a teacher role to their system to foster pair learning.

Though there have been some prior explorations of collaborative video tools in VR (e.g., [60, 63, 79, 110, 120]), few of them focus on an educational context. One example is CityCompass [55], in which two users practice second-language together in a wayfinding scenario through the interactive VR video city landscapes. This system focused on interactive VR videos, providing the viewers the ability to jump to another video clip together. For those systems that target VR video, the most relevant work to our investigation is CollaVR [79], which introduces a multi-user VR video system that targets collaborative video reviewing for filmmaking. While CollaVR was implemented and tested outside of an educational context, it proposed three design features for VR collaboration (awareness visualization, view sharing and note taking) that may also be relevant in the learning context. CollaVR was evaluated with two small groups (two to three people) where participants sat at computer desks in the same physical location. The results showed that, compared with a general VR video player without any collaboration tools, this system more effectively supported multiple users to collaborate, discuss and review VR video together. While CollaVR did not focus explicitly on an educational context, we seek to extend it to the education domain by comparing their approach with one integrating an explicit learning model (i.e., DCVV).

Fortunately, some of the collaborative VR techniques proposed in this prior work [79] may have potential benefits for operationalizing DCVV or other collaborative approaches in VR. For this work, we recreated the core collaborative features of CollaVR [79] and compared it with the same baseline condition as a partial replication [47]. It is an attempt to expand and generalize a prior study in the educational area by repeating some factors (see 3.1.2) but introducing deliberate changes such as settings, participants and operationalization of variables. This partial replication allowed us to extend the elements considered in the evaluation to learning outcomes, investigate them with different demographic groups of participants, and conduct an explicit comparison of this collaboration approach both against a baseline and against an approach that operationalizes the DCVV model.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

To answer our RQs, we developed three system modes based on different VR video-based learning systems: Basic mode, Non-Sync mode and Sync mode. Since a portion of the discussion in the DCVV approach occurs after watching the video [11], we included an after-video discussion platform in each mode. For supporting after-video discussion in Basic mode, we used existing widely-available online platforms (Zoom and Google Slides) [49, 74, 81, 114]. Specific differences in functionality and implementation between the three modes’ viewing systems and related after-video platform designs are detailed in Table 1.

We implemented our systems with Unity and C# on Oculus Quest 1 4. The multi-user features were implemented with Photon Platform [89]. The connection and server were maintained by Photon. The 3D models and avatars used in the system were from Unity Asset store. We used Google AI [39] to implement speech-to-text function.

3.1 VR Video Viewing Systems

3.1.1 Basic Mode. We developed Basic mode using existing widely-available technologies for online learning (Figure 1a). It is the baseline condition that was defined in the prior work [79], which allows us to conduct a partial replication of prior work on collaborative VR video. It consisted of software and hardware that could be currently obtainable in a standard classroom setting from a practical perspective: a VR headset with a Basic VR video player (with only play, pause and independent timeline control functions), and a pen and...
Table 1: Function comparison of three modes (Basic, Non-sync and Sync). Each mode has a video viewing system and an after-video platform for further discussion and collaboration. Basic mode uses a conventional VR video viewing system together with an existing widely-available online platform (Zoom and Google Slides). Non-sync mode includes a collaborative video viewing system with individual video control and an in-VR platform for after-video session. The comparison of Basic mode and Non-sync mode constitute a partial replication of prior work [79]. Sync mode contains the same in-VR platform and a DCVV system operationalizing and implementing the DCVV model [11], in which people have shared process control under the synchronized video timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Control</th>
<th>Basic Mode</th>
<th>Non-sync Mode</th>
<th>Sync Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice chat</td>
<td>Individual control</td>
<td>Individual control</td>
<td>Shared control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embodied visualization</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Spatialized voice chat based on viewport’s direction</td>
<td>Spatialized voice chat based on avatar’s location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity visualization</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Screen-shot indicator/ speech-to-text note indicator/ recording status indicator/ teammates’ location</td>
<td>Screen-shot indicator/ speech-to-text note indicator/ recording status indicator/ teammates’ cursor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewport visualization</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Only visualized under follow function</td>
<td>Always displayed on the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-sharing</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Peek/peek in full window/follow</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note-taking</td>
<td>Pen and paper</td>
<td>Screenshot/speech-to-text note/drawings</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-video Discussion Platform</td>
<td>Zoom and Google Slides</td>
<td>In-VR discussion room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

paper (for note-taking). As our work focuses on remote education, which is different from the in-person setting used in the prior work we replicated, we provided a laptop with Zoom (for within-group communication throughout the during-video and after-video session) and Google Slides (only used for after-video session) to meet the needs of communication and teamwork. We did not provide any in-VR communication method or note-taking functions in the Basic mode because those functions are usually not provided in the off-the-shelf VR video applications. The main purposes of the Basic mode are 1) to provide a conventional environment with existing technologies to test whether improvements to this status lead to better outcomes for students and 2) to replicate the baseline condition of the prior study.

3.1.2 Non-Sync Mode. The Non-Sync (Non-Synchronous) mode provides users with a collaborative VR video watching experience with individual timeline progress and control, and a variety of functions that promote in-VR communication (Figure 1b). We adopted the following features (constituting a partial replication of prior work with Basic mode [79]): awareness tools (spatialized voice chat, activity visualization, viewport visualization), view sharing tools (peek, peek in full window and follow) and note-taking tools (drawing, speech-to-text note, screenshot).

Awareness: We implemented three awareness tools to provide a natural social environment for users and help them know what others are working on: 1) Spatialized voice chat: uses users’ viewports as the source of their audio to improve the sense of 3D presence while watching the video. 2) Activity visualization: the progress of other users is displayed, screenshots and speech-to-text notes indicator on the progress bar, along with the recording status indicator showing if the user is currently taking a speech-to-text note. 3) Viewport visualization: When co-viewing video under the follow function (to be detailed below), gaze directions are visualized with a rectangle box overlaying on the video or an arrow indicator of an out-of-frame gaze.

View sharing: We provided three view-sharing functions, which establish a common context for discussion under a non-synchronous timeline: 1) Peek: showing a thumbnail view of other users, 2) Peek in full window: giving a full view of other users. 3) Follow: following other users on timeline. When the user is following others, the viewport will be shown to indicate the user’s current viewing direction.

Note-taking: We provided the following note-taking and note-taking tools: 1) Screenshot: capturing the current view and saving it as a picture. 2) Speech-to-text note: recording user’s speech and transcribing the audio into a text note, along with a screenshot taken at the same time the speech note starts. 3) Drawings: allowing users to draw and annotate on the video content. The drawings can be captured by the screenshots as well so they can be combined with the speech-to-text note. To avoid distractions from other users on a different timeline, the drawings are only visible to other users in follow function (see above).

3.1.3 Sync Mode. The Sync (Synchronous) mode was designed based on the DCVV model (Distributed Collaborative Video Viewing) [11] where users have shared VCR controls (play, pause, seek, timestamp) among their group (Figure 1c). Besides the major difference between synchronous and non-synchronous video playback, we also make the following adjustments to the functions in Non-Sync mode to fit the needs of shared control:

Awareness: To enable better awareness under a synchronous timeline, we added embodied visualization and adjusted the prior
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Figure 1: User interface of the three video viewing systems with our design features: a) Basic Mode (a plain VR video player without any collaboration tool, see Section 3.1.1 for more details); b) Non-Sync Mode (a collaborative VR video viewing system with individual timeline control, see Section 3.1.2 for more details); c) Sync Mode (a collaborative VR video viewing system with synchronous video control, see Section 3.1.3 for more details).

awareness tool as follows: 1) Embodied visualization: giving 3D avatars in order to increase the awareness between teammates. 2) Spatialized voice chat: unlike Non-sync mode, Sync mode uses the position of users’ 3D avatars as the audio source, instead of their viewports, to create a more natural communication environment. 3) Activity visualization: Since all users shared the same video progress, in Sync mode we do not show the individual process of each user. The other awareness tools such as screenshot and speech-to-text note indicator and recording status indicator are still shown to all users. We additionally visualized teammates’ ray cursor with the related avatar’s color to share user cursor’s movement and operation. 4) Viewport visualization: the visualized gaze is always displayed during the video (same as the under follow function of Non-sync mode but still keeps the shared control), since the users are always on the same timeline progress.

View sharing: Because all users have shared progress, they can easily check what other users are viewing with the visualized viewport. Thus, there are no view sharing functions in Sync mode.

Note-taking: For note-taking, the screenshot and speech-to-text note work the same as in Non-Sync mode, and the drawing is shown to users all the time because users are on the same timeline.

3.2 After-Video Discussion Platforms

Based on the DCVV model [11], the discussion about learning content happens during and after the video. However, after-video discussion platforms are not specifically investigated by prior work [79]. We designed a VR discussion room to study how the collaborative watching experience can facilitate the after-video discussion and promote a meaningful learning process. For the after-video discussion platform, we considered two main design aspects: co-presence awareness and shared context, to be detailed below. An example of the in-VR discussion room is shown in Figure 2. To make our conditions comparable and answer our RQ1, Zoom and Google Slides are used as after-video discussion platforms in the Basic mode as the status quo online discussion setting. We selected this setting because it fitted the definition (existing widely-available technologies) of baseline condition to constitute a replication work.

Co-presence awareness: Maintaining users’ awareness of other users’ social presence is essential for a collaborative environment [129]. Previous work has established that 3D avatars can create a strong sense of presence in virtual environments [6, 41] and gestures provided by the 3D avatars can improve remote instruction performance [57]. In our discussion room, we implemented 3D avatars with colors representing each user. Users can move freely inside the discussion room. To minimize the risk of falling or hitting in the physical world, we chose to use teleportation as means of navigation in the discussion room, so that users do not need to move physically.

Shared context: Providing shared contexts for all users around the discussion topic is one key component for a successful discussion [30, 42]. The screenshots (optionally with attached drawing strokes or with speech-to-text notes) users took during the video were displayed for all users to create a shared after-video discussion context. We allow users to rescale and draw to annotate the
screenshots to build connections and synthesize the educational content.

4 METHODS

This study was reviewed and approved by our university’s IRB. In order to examine the influence of different types of collaborative technology on the perceptions and experiences of online learning, we conducted a three conditions within-subject experiment with 54 participants (18 groups (trios)). Each trio would work together to finish the same learning task three separate times under different conditions: Basic mode, Non-Sync mode, Sync mode. There were two reasons we selected the within-subject design. First, if the participants only had one condition they wouldn’t be able to compare it with other types of conditions as the within-subject design allows participants to compare different conditions and give more insights in the interview [11]. Second, because collaborative learning experiences are significantly influenced by teammates, keeping the same trio could avoid the differences caused by changing teammates. The primary disadvantage of within-subjects design is the carryover effects [109], which means the order of the conditions (i.e., the three different modes) can affect outcomes and results. To deal with that issue, the conditions were provided in a counterbalanced order, while the order of the used videos was always the same. That means each video would be used in three different modes for this study.

Before the formal study, we conducted a pilot study with three groups (two groups with two people and one group with three people). The goals were to 1) test the assigned systems’ functionality, 2) improve the system usability, and 3) optimize the study protocol. We found that unlimited time of after-video discussion increased users’ fatigue and ineffective collaboration. We also identified some usability issues with note-taking. As a result, we 1) restricted the after-video discussion duration from unlimited time to seven minutes to better manage the study duration; 2) reduced the distraction by muting users when they start the speech recognition note function and separating the channel for the drawing annotation in the Non-Sync mode, and 3) added scale function for screenshots at VR discussion room in order to improve their readability.

4.1 Learning Task and Materials

We chose a virtual field trip as the learning context for this study because the ability to access remote locations is a major reason why people choose to use VR in education [53]. We worked with experts in educational psychology and curriculum and instruction from a mid-western university in the United States during the learning task and learning goals creation, video selection and video reprocessing process.

All 54 participants were told that they would have a virtual field trip in VR with their remote classmates in a small group. For each learning unit, we set the task of designing a visitor guide of the given city for students who missed this field trip in order to motivate their discussions. In order to complete the visitor guide, a group would watch the same VR video simultaneously, and then work together to summarize the attractions and their historical and architectural features after the video. The discussion was allowed during and after the video. The learning goal was to identify key attractions and their historical and architectural features, and to understand the culture and history of the given cities.

The videos used for the virtual field trip came from the same collection “One day In” 360° travel videos [73]. This collection
of 360° travel videos includes more than 70 destinations around the world, depicting the culture, architecture, and attractions in each city. We picked three narrated city-tour videos for the formal study (Granada [70], Porto [71], Seville [72]). We used an extra city tour for the tutorial session. All of them were created by the same aspiring videographer and were almost the same in terms of editing and narration style. We reprocessed the videos in three ways: 1) edited the videos to equalize time duration; 2) balanced the difficulties among the videos by revising the video narrator’s wording, and 3) replaced the original background audio with the same AI-generated narrator (an American female voice narrator). Each final video covered historical and architectural features of a European city, lasted about 3.5 minutes and consisted of 14 video clips. The texts used in the videos follow the word counts: Granada 451, Porto 478, and Seville 514. The resolution of videos is 1920 x 1024 pixels.

4.2 Participants and Settings
A total of 18 groups of three people (54 participants) from a midwestern university in the United States were recruited for this study. We formed teams with three students each because it is a good representation of both pair and small group activities in the classroom. Participants were grouped into these teams based on their time availability to participate in this study and because they could also specify teammates if they wanted to participate in this study with their friends. No prior VR experiences or 360 video watching experiences were required, but we used the answers to VR experience questions in the screening questionnaire to ensure the diversity of the participants’ VR-related backgrounds. We elected to run this study with a diverse sample of participants (e.g., major, gender, prior VR experience, familiarity with their teammates) because it increased the confidence so that the results could be generalized to a diverse population of students and therefore provide more valid suggestions to apply our system to a real classroom.

Our participants were between 19 and 31 years old (M = 22.5, SD = 2.65); 26 were females, 27 were males, and one preferred not to disclose gender. All participants were college students (39 undergraduates and 15 graduate students). 26 participants indicated that they did not know each other before the study, 18 knew one person on their team, and ten knew two people on their team. 14 participants had rich VR experience, 26 had few VR experiences and 14 without any prior VR experience. Prior to the study, 23 participants had experience watching 360 videos using VR headsets, 12 participants watched 360 videos but not using the VR headsets (e.g., laptop, mobile phones), and 19 participants did not watch any 360 videos before. All participants stated that their vision was normal or corrected to normal. Each participant was compensated with $50 gift card.

The study took place in four adjacent rooms with similar settings inside the university (three rooms for participants and one for a researcher as an in-VR tech-facilitator). Each room contained a swivel chair, a desk, one laptop, one VR headset and a camera on a tripod, which captured the whole process.

4.3 Procedure
The study would last three hours for each group in total (See Figure 3). Participants received and filled out a demographic questionnaire and consent form online before the study. After the trio was ready, researchers first led a 5-minute ice-breaking activity with all three participants in the same room. Participants would introduce themselves and talk about their impressions or experiences with VR. Then researchers gave a 5-minute introduction, explaining the goal, procedure, learning task of the study, and then giving an overview of system features they would use.

Next, participants put on the headset and started the system tutorial using a city tour video from the same series (which is not used in the formal study). During the training session, one researcher guided the participants in the assigned VR system. The other two researchers helped the participants learn the physical operation (e.g., finding specific buttons on the controller; adjusting the headset straps). We left adequate training time for participants to get familiar with every function of the three different modes. This process took about 20 to 30 minutes based on participants’ prior experiences with VR.

After the training session, the participants were guided individually by a researcher into separate rooms, where they had a 5-10 minute break. Once every participant confirmed they did not have cybersickness and were ready for the next session, they started the knowledge assessment as a pre-study session. Otherwise, we waited until they did not report a strong cybersickness. Once the participants completed the pre-study session (knowledge assessment, see Section 4.4.1), they put on the headset and entered the learning unit. Each learning unit contained two parts: a during-video session and an after-video session. At the first 10-minute during-video session, participants would watch a 3.5-minute video with an assigned VR video system. During this session, the participants could pause, replay, and relocate the video as much as they needed. When in the Basic mode, they communicated with each other via Zoom and took notes using pen and paper (See Figure 4b). In the other two modes, team communication and note-taking were integrated into the VR environment (See Figure 4c). When they entered the after-video session with assigned discussion platform, they had seven minutes to complete the learning task of creating a visitor guide. In Basic mode, this session was done via Zoom and Google Slides, while in sync and Non-Sync mode, it was done via an in-VR discussion room. In addition, a researcher also joined the VR system with participants from a separate room to rectify the tech issues, if any. Another researcher would go to the participants’ room to help adjust the physical devices.

Participants started the post-study session when they completed one learning unit. Their knowledge acquisition would be measured with the same knowledge assessment they were tested with before. Then the participants answered the self-reported questionnaires (collaboration experience, social presence, cognitive load and satisfaction, see Section 4.4.2). A total of three learning units (each related to a technology mode) with pre- and post-study sessions were conducted. Between two learning units, there was a 5-10 minute break to make sure they did not have strong cybersickness when reentering the VR. We instructed our participants that they should inform us if they experienced cybersickness. No participant reported severe cybersickness after the break, and all completed the task. Thus we did not define cybersickness as a significant factor in this study. Finally, each participant was interviewed by one
Figure 3: Overview of the study protocol. Each condition contained one specific technology mode (Basic Mode, Non-sync Mode or Sync Mode). Three conditions kept the same procedure and the mode order was alternated in a counterbalanced order. The entire procedure took about three hours to complete.

Figure 4: One researcher guided a group to do the system tutorial (a). A user stayed in a separate room to learn from the virtual field trip in the basic mode (b) and the other two collaborative VR modes (c). All participants used the stationary guardian by default.

4.4 Measures and Data Collection

This study used a mixed methods approach. Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected for analysis. Our goal was to gain a holistic view of participants’ behaviors and experiences under different technologies through knowledge assessment, self-reported questionnaires, log files, and final interviews to answer our RQs.

4.4.1 Knowledge Assessment. To assess the participants’ knowledge acquisition as a result of experiencing three technologies, we developed a multiple-choice test, which was completed before and after each learning unit. This test contained questions regarding the information presented during the video. The test was developed with experts in educational psychology and curriculum and instruction. The assessment included conceptual and factual questions according to Bloom’s taxonomy [3]. We measured factual knowledge based on prior educational VR video research [102], separating the questions into auditory and visual based questions of content described in the video.

Our initial version of the assessment had 12 questions for each of the three videos (Granada, Porto, Seville). For each knowledge question, four possible answers were provided with a single correct factual based answer. Prior to the main study, we conducted a pilot study of assessment to examine if the knowledge assessment 1) was understandable for students; 2) had similar difficulty across the three videos’ tests and 3) would not achieve a ceiling effect. For the first pilot study, we recruited 10 participants through a university email list for students and personal connections who joined the pilot study voluntarily without any preparation. Participants had 10 minutes per video using a desktop 360-degree video player. They were able to take notes with pen and paper while watching the video, but they could not go back to see the notes when starting the assessment. The mean of the final scores (%) of videos was 45.83% (Granada), 50% (Porto) and 66.67% (Seville). Students were able to understand every question and there was no ceiling effect for the assessment. We averaged the difficulties by removing the higher incorrect responses (at Granada and Porto) or lower incorrect responses (Seville) that did not significantly correlate with the overall score. The final knowledge test, therefore, had 10 questions (4 auditory, 3 visual, and 3 conceptual questions). The mean of the final scores (%) of the remaining questions of each video were 58.33%
which is a basis for collaboration \[79\]. We adopted the measured values of questionnaires of the collaboration experience, satisfaction towards relevant learning processes \[115\].

The Cronbach’s α values of questionnaires are reliable. We didn’t measure the internal consistency for the cognitive load questionnaire because we reported each item separately in the results. The collaboration experience questions were designed to identify how types of technologies influence collaboration. At the same time, measuring satisfaction is an effective way to indicate "the degree of learner reaction to values and quality of learning, and motivation for learning." Social presence survey \[59\] measures the subjective experience of being present with their teammates. Measuring social presence is essential here because theory suggests that it is a central mechanism that leads to deeper cognitive processing and consequently better learning outcomes \[83\]. Additionally, cognitive load was measured by \[15\], including intrinsic cognitive load (ICL), extraneous cognitive load (ECL), and germane cognitive load (GCL). More specifically, ICL is affected only by the learning content but not by the instructional design. ECL and GCL are caused by instructional design. Unlike ECL, GCL is beneficial for learning, because it is directed to schema acquisition by directing the learner’s attention towards relevant learning processes \[115\]. The Cronbach’s α values of questionnaires are reliable. We didn’t measure the internal consistency for the cognitive load questionnaire because we reported each item separately in the results.

4.4.4 Semi-Structured Interviews. Although our RQs didn’t have a specific qualitative component, to increase our confidence in the findings, we triangulated the validated measures with qualitative data from semi-structured interviews \[7\]. We also use qualitative themes to explain the quantitative results we collected. We elected individual interviews instead of group interviews in order to ensure everyone got the chance to express their feelings and would not be influenced by others. We asked the participants to describe their collaboration strategies and experiences and reflect on each mode. We also asked about their satisfaction and preference for each mode and its related collaborative tools. Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for analysis (see below). Each interview lasted 15 to 20 minutes.

5.1 Quantitative Results

In order to answer the two research questions, we analyzed the quantitative results from the knowledge assessment, self-report questionnaires and log-ins, and the qualitative results from the interviews. For the quantitative data, we conducted one-way ANOVA for those three modes (Basic, Sync, Non-Sync). We ensured that the statistical analyses were performed properly and fitted the requirements and assumptions of the test procedures. For the ANOVA, for example, we applied within-subject statistics, which are used to compare observations of an outcome for the same person being measured at different time points (modes). In order to examine the significant effect of the ANOVA results, we conducted specific condition comparisons using a T-test at the 0.05 significance level with Cohen’s d to measure the effect size.

For the qualitative data, we analyzed the interviews following the guidance of data-driven thematic analysis (inspired by the Grounded Theory Method \[78\]). We first transcribed the recording to textual data. Then the five authors who were involved in the interview process and trained in the Glaser method \[35\] open-coded the transcriptions and added memos based on their notes from interview sessions. We generated over 2000 open codes through this process based on 54 individual interviews. Two of the five authors (the first two authors) then read the open codes. If there was ambiguity or disagreement in the code/memo, they returned to the transcription to verify or talked with the other three authors. The same two authors then worked together to cluster the open codes using a constant comparison approach operationalized as an affinity map, placing open codes that have similar meanings together. Clusters were iteratively refined until themes emerged. If the first two authors could not reach an agreement about the placement of a particular code or cluster within a theme, they would seek out a third author for discussion, or a fourth author if necessary. Once the iterative analysis process was completed, all authors discussed the significance and novelty of themes to answer our research questions, with the most relevant themes presented in the results section below.
Our ANOVA tests revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in means of auditory and visual knowledge acquisition scores (auditory: $F(2, 106) = 8.994, p = .0002$, visual: $F(2, 106) = 4.839, p = .009$), collaboration ($F(2, 106) = 3.508, p = 0.03$), satisfaction ($F(2, 106) = 3.720, p = .02$) and social presence ratings ($F(2, 106) = 5.202, p = .006$) between at least two groups. The results of the T-test for multiple comparisons are reported below.

5.1.1 Knowledge Acquisition. We measured knowledge acquisition based on pre- and post-knowledge assessing questionnaires. Questions in the questionnaires were divided into three knowledge categories: audio-based factual, visual-based factual, and conceptual. The means of the visual knowledge acquisition scores in the two collaborative VR conditions were both statistically significantly higher than the Basic mode ($p_{(B,N)} = .004, \delta_{(B,N)} = -.492, T_{(B,N)} = .305; p_{(B,S)} = .012, \delta_{(B,S)} = -.491, T_{(B,S)} = 2.605$). The observation is not surprising given the inherent benefits of users taking and organizing screenshots during videos. In contrast, the mean of the audio-based knowledge scores was statistically significantly higher in the Basic mode ($p_{(B,N)} = 0.002, \delta_{(B,N)} = .588, T_{(B,N)} = 3.181; p_{(B,S)} < 0.001, \delta_{(B,S)} = .721, T_{(B,S)} = 3.748$).

There was no significant difference for conceptual knowledge. Thus, it seems the existing technology (Basic mode) was better for learning audio-based factual knowledge while our proposed VR delivery (Sync and Non-sync mode) outperformed for memory of visual information. We found no significant difference between the results of Sync and Non-sync mode in the three knowledge categories.

Throughout this section, we denote Basic as B, Non-Sync as N and Sync as S.
5.1.2 Collaboration. We measured participants’ collaboration experiences in learning units through the self-reported questionnaire. The results of this questionnaire showed that the mean index of collaboration experience (Figure 5) in Basic mode was statistically significantly lower than that of the Sync mode ($p_{(B,S)} = .027, d_{(B,S)} = -.354, T_{(B,S)} = 2.269$), while it was approximately equal to that of Non-sync mode, with no statistically significant difference. Our results showed that there is a significant difference and a small effect size ($p_{(N,S)} = .049, d_{(N,S)} = -.26, T_{(N,S)} = 2.008$) between the collaboration score of Non-sync ($M_{(N)} = 3.24, SD_{(N)} = .69$) and Sync mode ($M_{(S)} = 3.43, SD_{(S)} = .73$), indicating that the Sync mode can provide a better collaboration environment and experience to the participants than Non-sync mode.

We further analyzed participants’ collaboration behaviors during the video by coding the observation notes and log files, which included their discussion duration and headset tracking data (See Fig. 6). Both results listed below indicated that two collaborative VR video modes statistically significantly promoted discussion than Basic mode, while only Sync mode statistically significantly promoted both view similarity and discussion time during the video than the Basic mode and Non-sync mode.

**Individual’s discussion time.** Our results show that the mean of the discussion time in Sync mode was statistically significantly longer than the other two modes ($p_{(B,S)} < .001, d_{(B,S)} = -.588, T_{(B,S)} = 2.965; p_{(N,S)} < .001, d_{(N,S)} = -.491, T_{(N,S)} = 3.211$). At the same time, Non-sync mode was statistically significantly higher than the Basic mode ($p_{(B,N)} < .001, d_{(B,N)} = -1.08, T_{(B,N)} = 6.013$).

**Head tracking data.** We used head tracking data to measure the view similarity. For both pairwise and group view similarity, Sync mode produced a statistically significantly higher rate than the Basic mode ($p_{(B,S)} < .001, d_{(B,S)} = -.737, T_{(B,S)} = 26.975; p_{(N,S)} < .001, d_{(N,S)} = -.728, T_{(N,S)} = 32.892$). Both types of view similarity were almost equally low for the Basic and Non-sync mode conditions, and the results were not statistically significantly different ($p_{(B,N)} = .676, d_{(B,N)} = .078, T_{(B,N)} = .420$).

5.1.3 Social Presence. Social agency theory proposes that social presence during multimedia learning is a central mechanism that leads to deeper cognitive processing and consequently better learning outcomes [83]. While we did not see statistically significant differences between the Basic mode and Non-sync mode in Fig. 5, we observed that the Sync mode yielded higher value with statistical significance compared to that of the Basic mode for the social presence score ($p_{(B,S)} = .019, d_{(B,S)} = -.383, T_{(B,S)} = 2.639$). Similarly, our results show statistically significant differences between Non-sync and Sync in the social presence with a small effect size ($p_{(N,S)} = .009, d_{(N,S)} = -.317, T_{(N,S)} = 2.734$). The results indicate that participants feel the most social presence of their teammates in Sync mode.

5.1.4 Cognitive Load. Ideally, the extraneous cognitive load (ECL) should be reduced, the germane cognitive load (GCL) maximized, and the intrinsic cognitive load (ICL) controlled [23]. Our results did not show statistically significant differences with all three categories. However, there was a small effect size ($d_{(B,S)} = .31$) of Basic mode and Sync mode on GCL, which participants invested more resources and more concentration in the learning process in Basic mode than in the Sync mode. There was a small effect size of Non-sync and Sync mode on ECL ($d_{(N,S)} = .222$) and GCL ($d_{(N,S)} = .255$) based on benchmarks suggested by Cohen [18], indicating that participants in Non-sync mode might better concentrate on learning than Sync mode, while Sync mode might be the easier tool to learn with than Non-sync mode.

5.1.5 Satisfaction. User satisfaction metrics are important to improve values and quality of learning, and promote motivation for learning. We measured satisfaction based on the self-reported questionnaire and collected participant preferences in the interview. As shown in Fig. 5, the mean score for satisfaction is ($M_B = 3.21, SD_B = 0.72; M_S = 3.43, SD_S = 0.76; M_N = 3.33, SD_N = 0.63$), and the difference between the Basic and Sync mode was statistically significant ($p_{(B,S)} = .024, d_{(B,S)} = -.296, T_{(B,S)} = 2.317$). Results showed Basic mode received the lowest satisfaction. We also asked participants about their favorite mode. 22% of students ($N = 12$) indicated that their favorite mode was Basic mode, 35% preferred Non-sync mode ($N = 18$) and 43% preferred Sync mode ($N = 24$). A chi-square test of independence showed that there was no significant difference between the expected results and real results ($X^2(2, N = 54) = 1.837, p = .399$).

5.2 Qualitative Results

We processed qualitative data by the data-driven thematic analysis and numbered the most important themes which depict a picture about the tension of learning pace flexibility and communication comfort, how participants perceived collaborative tool and after-video platforms.

5.2.1 Theme1: A tension existed between learning pace flexibility and communication comfort. We observed a tension between learning pace flexibility and communication comfort when learning from a video together. Participants appreciated the ability to customize their pace of learning in Basic and Non-sync mode but noted the communication suffered by layered sound of voice chat and learning video, and lacked shared content. In contrast, Sync mode was perceived positively on communication comfort but may reduce learning efficiency.

Many participants noted the flexibility of individual control in Basic mode because they could “pause and repeat the video at their own pace.” (4C) However, 46 out of 54 participants reported that they chose to work individually and only had a few, if not none, discussion while watching the video in Basic mode (this result consisted with our observation notes). The major reason noted by participants that hindered their from communication was “layering sound from multiple devices. Although Zoom was provided as a communication tool in Basic mode, it was not perceived useful and comfortable to initiate a conversation. Participants heard the video’s narrator from others’ headsets via Zoom, which distracted them from focusing on their own content. For example, 6C described her frustrated experiences in Basic mode: “echos that really, really disturbed me. So I had to volume down the voice of the laptop... It isolated me from the group, thus we haven’t had much communication”(6C). Correspondingly, participants stated that lacking shared content was another issue reducing their enthusiasm to have further discussion. For example, 6A stated that she didn’t talk in Basic mode because “I didn’t know where were they and if they know my questions” (6A).
In this way, watching VR video with existing technology was more like an individual experience.

Almost all participants admitted that they communicated better in collaborative VR video modes with in-VR communication and the tools to know others’ statuses. Non-sync mode still supported “flexible and customized learning speed like Basic mode”(12A) but “got the feeling that I was in a team and worked together with others.”(14B) However, participants noted that the issue of lacking shared content remained in the Non-sync mode. When asked how they felt about the amount of discussion that happened when watching the video in Non-sync mode, many participants said it was insufficient. The reason was similar with Basic mode – “Everyone was focusing on a different part of the video. They know little about my content. And therefore we cannot start meaningful discussions or get real-time responses.”(1C) For the same reason, they were afraid of “interrupting other’s process”(12A, 14A, 4A) and also felt “interrupted if comments from different timeline”(12C). Agreements were needed with non-synchronized video control in order to obtain an overlapped context. They can either drag the progress bar to the same timestamp or use view sharing tools. Worth noting, despite those ways were feasible in practice, most participants reported that they rarely used them because “I was too busy focusing on my part to talk”(8C) and “it’s inconvenient for three of us to immediately arrive at the same location.”(6C)

We received most positive feedback about the communication comfort in Sync mode. It’s more natural to ask a question or initiate a conversation when group members “were all there together and on the same page”(2A). Many participants mentioned that they were also more likely to get active response because “my teammates would definitely know the context”(6B) and “they can hear everything well because we all paused for now”(6A). It was worth noting that the shared content was at the expense of time flexibility. Some participants said the Sync mode slowed down their pace because they “have to be held on to other people, having to pause and go to where other users want to”(12A). Participants of Group 9 stated that they even didn’t finish the video because they paused too many times and had too much conversation. A few participants mentioned that sometimes they were hesitant to pause the video because of the effect on other participants, especially working with strangers (which was also noted in prior video co-viewing studies [11, 116]). But interestingly, most of them didn’t think it was a big problem to interfere with their communication and collaboration within their group. One participant noted a potential reason: “the (teammate’s) cursor’s position told me that they also want to pause right now. So I just paused.”(12A).

5.2.2 Theme2: Shared control influenced the perceived usefulness of collaborative tool. Participants reported that how they perceive the usefulness of collaborative tools (awareness, viewing sharing, note-taking) with or without shared video control was different. First, awareness. Almost all participants highlighted the importance of activity visualization in both Non-Sync and Sync mode as “knowing other’s status was the foundation of collaboration.”(13C) More specifically, activity visualization in Non-sync mode seems more relevant to their collaboration strategy. For example, one participant said “if I see a large chunk of video without any notes (indicators) here, I will jump into that part to see my teammates missed something.”(6B) Other awareness tools in our study were perceived less useful. One participant commented on the specialized voice that “hearing others voice clearly was much more significant than knowing where the voice came from.”(3A) Many of our participants said they even didn’t notice the voice were specialized by others’ viewport or position. For the viewport visualization, participants reported that it improved the co-presence but also “interfered watching experiences” (1A, 1B, 2C, 5B, 18A) because of too much visual input in Sync mode. Similarly, participants thought embodied visualization in Sync mode was fun but “eyes were too busy on the video, so most times didn’t pay attention to it”(5B).

Second, view sharing. The three view sharing functions (Peek, Peek in full window and Follow) were only implemented in Non-Sync mode to provide shared content crossing different timeline. Interestingly, participants reported that they didn’t use them much. Only 10 out of 54 participants mentioned that they used peek function. Most of them described the reason why they used this tool similar as “just curious about what they are looking at”(14A) rather than seeking a specific learning content for discussion. Even fewer participants tried to peek in full window because it “less easy than peek”(12B) and “felt weird to look from other’s perspective”(2A). Most people didn’t use follow function because it interrupted their learning pace. For example, 8C stated, “peek and follow others would bring me to a new content suddenly, which is hard to catch up.”(8C) One positive example of using follow function was group 3, where they knew “one person (3A) really good at the topic, so we can follow and see what where she was looking at and listen to her”(3B).

Third, note-taking. Almost all participants indicated taking screenshots was most helpful and convenient. Participants agreed that screenshots helps them better remember those visual knowledge. Speech-to-text note was also helpful but some participants were less likely to use them in Sync mode than Non-sync mode because “it took more group time to record and transcription”(11A). Participants appreciated speech-to-text notes in Non-Sync mode because they could pause the video without interrupting others. Drawing tool was usually used for writing down simple numbers or words. As 14B noted, “it’s hard to write notes with wrist (controller) because user is used to writing with fingers”(14B). It was perceived more useful in Sync mode as people used it for pointing out specific visual features in the video and the potential of co-creating sketches within the group. Some users compared the drawing tool with the way they used in the Basic mode and hoped drawing tool could “as nature as taking notes on pen and paper”(8C).

5.2.3 Theme3: In-VR platform for after-video discussion enhanced visual transmission and engagement. Most participants agreed that both after-video platforms were helpful for them to solidify the information they got from the video because it “it was a good way to recall what we learned from video and to create visual.”(7B) Regarding the conventional platform used in Basic mode, participants pointed out a gap of visual transmission “from the headset to the computer” and “within the group”. Participants complained about the out-VR platform such as “I was basically cannot record the visual information from video and then use it in the slides.”(13C) Without screenshots, people found it difficult to see “if we were talking about the same thing without pictures.”(15C) and had to “describe the object by words”(16A). Participants also found that the conventional setting was insufficient to foster an engaging collaboration because of
“lacking real body interaction”(11B) and “cannot feel much connection with others”(12C).

In contrast, participants appreciated the in-VR platform’s power to transmit and display visual notes and support engaging teamwork. When comparing in-VR platform with out-VR platform, 17B said “if there were screenshots, you can shift focus from describing the basics to the fact of the object, which makes a difference.”(7B) Participants reported that they had more engaging teamwork on in-VR platform for after video discussion because of the ability to support embodied interaction, including “spatially organizing the notes”(4B) and “building the connections by 3D drawing”(14A). Some participants also noted the issue of managing stokes and screenshots in the VR discussion room (e.g., “I could only grab one note at once, which was not as efficient as we can do in slides.”)(1C)). Some participants also indicated that the current in-VR platform could be benefited from more intuitive designs. For example, 3A said, “in-VR discussion room, everyone is the same robot but different color, would be better with a different and more realistic appearance.”(3A)

6 DISCUSSION

Our study focused on a remote collaborative learning scenario and was conducted in a lab-based environment, where researchers and participants were co-located (but in separate rooms). Our choice of using a simulated remote environment instead of an “in the wild” study is based on the following considerations: 1). Avoid potentially biased participant groups. In a general class, students would be more likely to have a diverse technological and demographic background. However, if we were conducting “in the wild” VR studies online, one requirement for participants is that they need to already have VR headsets and related experience[104]. Prior research [95] also mentions that when recruiting online VR participants, the majority of participants may be young men, which will introduce bias in the demographic distribution. 2). Control the infrastructure differences. Different infrastructures (e.g., network condition, headset) may introduce one more dimension of interference, especially for a collaboration setting. For example, users with lower bandwidth or more fluctuating networks may have a worse collaboration experience. Therefore, we set up three rooms with similar physical environments and the same network coverage to reduce the influences caused by infrastructure. 3). Facilitate collaboration settings. To maintain a smooth procedure and effectively manage time, researchers need to respond to participants’ questions and issues in real time. In an online setting, facilitating tutorials and troubleshooting can be time-consuming because of inaccessible headsets and no-backup devices. To avoid that issue, we chose a lab-based remote setting, which had one researcher in each separate room for troubleshooting. Extra devices are stored on-site in the case of hardware issues. Future researchers should also consider the above trade-off between an “in the wild” study and a simulated in-lab study to run a collaborative VR study.

6.2 Method reflection

6.2.1 Running Studies of Remote VR Collaboration. Our study focused on a remote collaborative learning scenario and was conducted in a lab-based environment, where researchers and participants were co-located (but in separate rooms). Our choice of using a simulated remote environment instead of an “in the wild” study is based on the following considerations: 1). Avoid potentially biased participant groups. In a general class, students would be more likely to have a diverse technological and demographic background. However, if we were conducting “in the wild” VR studies online, one requirement for participants is that they need to already have VR headsets and related experience[104]. Prior research [95] also mentions that when recruiting online VR participants, the majority of participants may be young men, which will introduce bias in the demographic distribution. 2). Control the infrastructure differences. Different infrastructures (e.g., network condition, headset) may introduce one more dimension of interference, especially for a collaboration setting. For example, users with lower bandwidth or more fluctuating networks may have a worse collaboration experience. Therefore, we set up three rooms with similar physical environments and the same network coverage to reduce the influences caused by infrastructure. 3). Facilitate collaboration settings. To maintain a smooth procedure and effectively manage time, researchers need to respond to participants’ questions and issues in real time. In an online setting, facilitating tutorials and troubleshooting can be time-consuming because of inaccessible headsets and no-backup devices. To avoid that issue, we chose a lab-based remote setting, which had one researcher in each separate room for troubleshooting. Extra devices are stored on-site in the case of hardware issues. Future researchers should also consider the above trade-off between an “in the wild” study and a simulated in-lab study to run a collaborative VR study.

6.2.2 Reflecting on Replication in HCI. The importance and necessity of replication in science have been well-established, though rarely put into practice in HCI [122]. The comparison of Basic mode and Non-sync mode of our work performed a partial replication of prior work [79]. We re-implemented and used deliberate modifications of earlier research, with the aim of testing it on education domains with different participant groups and measures. More specifically, we adapted awareness, view sharing tools and note-taking tools from prior work and added in-VR discussion platform for after-video discussion. The original work focuses on in-person filmmaking and reviewing in an in-person setting while our system targets educational purposes, mainly in the remote setting. For the evaluation, the original work involved 5 participants, divided into two groups, and used a within-subject design, comparing the designed system with a baseline condition. Both the original work
and our work collected users’ discussion time, view similarity and self-perception of collaboration through the log files and questionnaires as evaluation measurements. However, in our investigation, we significantly expanded the depth and scope of prior work. We included 54 participants and applied the within-subject method comparing three modes. We evaluated learning outcome, satisfaction, social presence and cognitive load from users and included a semi-structured interview to triangulate the quantitative data. Some of our results of RQ1 confirmed what was previously found in the original work (e.g. in contrast to Basic mode, participants using the Non-sync mode have better collaboration experiences and more discussion time). However, we did find some differences in results that were introduced by the background difference. For example, the view sharing tools were beneficial in the prior work but are not appreciated in the educational settings (see 5.2.2). Accordingly, the original work showed great improvement in view similarity compared to the baseline (similar to our Basic mode), whereas our replicated work and Basic mode did not have a statistically different similarity score. In running this study, we found several challenges in doing replication work in HCI. First, the original system is not open-source and was not available upon request. We were forced to re-implement the original system. Second, some of the system implementation details were not compatible with the current implementation environment. We recommend that the HCI community consider how we could better scaffold and infrastructure system replication work.

6.3 Implications for Design and Research on Collaborative VR Video Viewing

6.3.1 Balancing the trade-off between learning pace flexibility and communication comfort based on teaching needs. Although we didn’t see a significant difference in knowledge acquisition between the two collaborative VR video viewing systems, our results in 5.1 and 5.2.1 show that shared control brings a better communication and collaboration experiences and higher social presence, while individual control provides better learning pace flexibility. The expectations for time flexibility and collaboration experience might differ for diverse educational activities and learning scenarios. Therefore, VR collaborative applications should decide whether or not to use shared control based on specific educational purposes. More specifically, we suggest using shared video control in the application if an educational activity requires more discussion and teamwork or if students have a more homogeneous knowledge background and learning ability. We conjecture that in some situations, students would have a more similar learning pace and therefore would not require going through the material at different speeds. Those situations might be ones where students have the same level of knowledge to begin with. The non-shared control system should be preferred when students have a more diverged background of learning ability. From our interview (see 5.2.2), we found that Non-sync mode may have the potential to support Distributed Tutored Video Instruction (DTVI) [24], in which a small group would work with a tutor or student facilitator. For example, with Non-sync mode, the facilitator could check other students’ working progress, find the appropriate points on the video to ask others to follow their view, and then initiate discussion topics.[34]

6.3.2 Providing note-taking methods appropriate to the modality of interaction and collaboration. From theme 2 (see 5.2.2), participants noted the importance of note-taking tools for remembering knowledge. Participants’ willingness and preference for different note-taking techniques depend on the interaction modality and participants’ video collaboration patterns. Taking text-based notes as an example, participants can use either the speech-to-text tool or drawing tool with collaborative VR video delivery. However, many participants noted that neither of those tools was as comfortable or flexible as using pen and paper, especially when writing down a long sentence. Some techniques and approaches [28, 113, 117, 125] have the potential for future applications to improve note-taking experiences in VR. Future research should further investigate whether such interaction modalities can help improve the note-taking experience in a VR video viewing process.

The findings in theme 3 (see 5.2.3) show the necessity of a smooth note transmission from the video to the after-video discussion platform to support collaboration. Participants indicated the difficulty of the current in-VR platform in navigating and managing the notes. We emphasize that note-taking for the purpose of having a collaborative discussion is perhaps different than just note taking for somebody who’s doing it for their own purposes. In this case, it was important to be able to share these notes and easily navigate between multiple people’s notes. When taking notes specifically for collaborative discussion, these features are necessary for ease of sharing. Future applications should provide a way to transform, navigate and manage the group’s notes in collaborative VR for further learning or collaborative activities. Prior works [29, 67, 76, 124, 128] have studied how to better navigate and organize the notes with conventional online learning. A promising direction might be looking into whether those strategies and designs could work well with collaborative VR video-based learning settings.

6.3.3 Supporting awareness visualization but avoid distraction. Awareness visualization enables social interaction by visualizing others’ statuses. Our results (See 5.2.2) show it helped participants create a shared context that promotes discussion. However, we found participants might feel distracted by dynamic awareness tools such as viewpoint. This function serves as a good indicator of where others are focusing but also forces users to interact with more visual input. Because people are more sensitive to dynamic visuals [106] and thus it increases the split-attention effect [77] (in which students split their attention between multiple visual sources of information). Based on studies of the split-attention effect, students learned better when the instructional material did not require them to divide their attention [12]. Therefore, applications should be aware of the split-attention effect and reduce visual distraction in collaborative VR video viewing systems. One potential solution might be simply providing options to hide or fade the dynamic visual elements. We also suggest that applications seek more light-weighted methods to visualize gaze without adding too much visual overload or distraction [96].

Our results show that the embodied visualization didn’t distract people (even got ignored) while watching the video. Compared to the viewport, it is more static because participants all used stationary boundaries in this study, and we only visualized their head and gesture movements in the current avatar. However, it might not
be a good example of avoiding distraction because tension exists between promoting social presence and avoiding visual distraction brought by awareness visualization. One limitation of our system is that we chose a particular representation of the avatars, which was very abstract. It is possible that people did not attend to the embodied visualizations because they were not designed to be attractive, realistic, or particularly informative about the people behind them. They also provided no possibility for embodied awareness such as eye and mouth state, facial expression and full-body movements. In other words, these avatars might not have been useful enough for people to attend to. Prior studies noted the realism of an avatar could influence social interaction quality [88, 101]. Thus, future researchers could explore participants’ visual preferences and priority on collaborative VR video viewing systems (e.g., using eye-tracking technique [16, 98]) to better guide this area.

## 6.4 Limitations and Future Work

One main limitation of this study is the Hawthorne effect[107] of the lab-based study. Although we used mixed methods, including qualitative and quantitative approaches, to do the data triangulation in order to reduce the Hawthorne effect, we acknowledge that lab-based studies have lower ecological validity because people might behave differently when they were influenced by observation and measurement. We chose to do a lab-based study because we wanted to control the comparable conditions and to be able to examine the effects of the variables pointed out in our research question. Future work might examine the systems compared to the status quo in a more ecologically valid setting.

We elected for a within-subject design in which each participant was exposed to all conditions. This approach might have the demand characteristic [10, 43], which means participants might behave in ways that they think are desirable. For example, participants were informed that the purpose of the study was to investigate collaborative VR video tools. This knowledge may have made informed users more likely to report negative aspects of the basic mode because of its lack of collaborative tools. It is hard to completely eliminate the demand characteristic in the HCI area because the stimuli are easily distinguishable by both the participant and the researcher [22]. One potential suggestion to help minimize its impact on future studies is to take precautions such as using a double-blind study.

Since different lengths of time spent on tasks may lead to different ways of using the systems, another potential limitation of this study is that short tasks were used. For example, one participant said "I didn’t use view sharing features (in Non-sync mode) because the video is short. I can get their current contexts by simply dragging the process bar. That may change if the video is longer." Despite this potential complication, we chose a short task in this study because there were practical considerations of VR collaborative studies that made length limitations necessary. This study requires three participants to join together, which increases the logistical schedule difficulty. In addition, this study was relatively long and tiresome due to the system tutorial and repeated self-reports and knowledge tests, raising the possibility of getting cybersickness and fatigue caused by VR. A longer learning task may exacerbate these effects and reduce the data validity. We encourage other researchers to replicate aspects of this work with longer tasks or use different time allocations of during- and after-video sessions.

As our goal was to seek a better practice and provide clear recommendations on which collaborative VR video viewing technology to use, we combined the during- and after-video session as one learning unit since this structure is more like an actual classroom setting and aligns with general video-based learning collaborative practice [11, 24]. However, due to limited test participants and the combination of during- and after-video settings, some results may not be significant. This may "dilute" the effects or feelings caused by collaborative video design compared to measuring variables directly after watching the video. In order to provide more insights specifically about how they used collaborative video tools, we used log files and interviews to examine their during-video experiences.

We chose three city tour videos as our learning material with a visitor guide creation task in this study. This reduced content validity because this instrument didn’t adequately cover the entire domain related to the educational VR videos and possible learning activities. Variations in learning content, learning task, narration, and editing method, might cause different discussion and collaboration patterns. However, we still believe that our results can provide guidance for instructors to choose what types of technology would be most helpful to meet their teaching goals. It could also provide guidance to developers so that they can revise the current technology from a more pedagogical perspective. In order to better understand the impact of content choice, future research should replicate this study design with other learning materials and learning tasks to get more valid results.

Because our study was conducted in a single session in the lab, novelty effects may have reduced ecological validity. For those participants who hadn’t used VR before, watching video and communicating with people in VR was quite a novel experience. Users explicitly reacted to the novelty of the technology. For example, one participant noted that he prefers the Basic mode because "I am already very familiar with Zoom and Google Slides, so I don’t worry about remembering how to use the tool." As collaborative VR is seen as a novel technology for higher education, this novelty may influence the perceived differences between conventional and full VR settings. Sustained use of collaborative VR across multiple sessions may lead to different perceptions and preferences, and future studies should investigate such sustained engagement.

## 7 Conclusion

Collaborative learning and immersive environments have both been proven to have benefits for learning. As a less demanding way to create immersive environments, we chose VR video as the learning base and implemented two VR video viewing systems for distributed collaborative learning. From a within-subject study, we examined the role of collaborative tools and shared video control by comparing the existing technology (Basic mode), shared video control system (Sync mode) and individual video control system (Non-sync mode) on measures of knowledge acquisition, collaboration, social presence, cognitive load and satisfaction. Our results showed collaborative VR systems and shared video control did increase collaboration and social presence, yet the effects on learning were mixed. We saw the satisfaction of shared video control condition (Sync mode) was statistical significance better than
the conventional settings while was equally well with Non-sync mode. There was no statistically significant differences found in cognitive load. Based on our findings, we came up with three major implications for designing a better collaborative video viewing system for educational purposes. However, this research still requires confirmation from field studies and other subjects or educational scenarios. Future research should address the question of whether tutors are necessary, and the related design and practice problem of how instructors manage classes with multiple groups.
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